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The planting of natural channels can fullfil many short-term objectives such as bank
stability, erosion control, and thermal mitigation. However, the ultimate goal with this
work is to establish or restore natural ecological processes within the landscape. This will
encourage healthy, stable enviroments which will grow, flourish and develop into an
ecologocially stable landscape over time.
Whether the desired end community is a meadow, riparian buffer, or forest, the distubed
landscape of a newy constructed channel often presents challenges as the existing site
conditons typcially will not immediately support the desired community. The planting
design must accomodate the current conditions while providing the necssary building
blocks needed for the landscape to change and transition as the plants grow and mature
through the stages of succession.
Using case studies and project examples this presentationwill explore various techinques
and practices that can be used to implement successional communities and accomodate a
growing and changing landscape. This will be explored through the three stages of a
project: Design, Construction and Monitoring.
Design: Successful design must be integrated with the engineering and hydrological
solutions of any stream. There are several factors to consider for succesional planting
strategies during the design stage including: species selection, appropriate densities,
anticipated mortality rates, age diversity, flooding limits, surface roughness within the
system, sun exposure, moisture requirements, flood tolerance, soil conditions, habitat
creation, and invasive species management.
Construction: During the construction stage we will explore the process of
implementation, the sourcing of planting materal, phasing, integration of work with the
stream contractor and the landscape constructor, plant availability, implementation timing
and contractor/designer communication.
Monitoring: It is critical that monitoring be completed to assess indicators of success and
opportunities for improvements during both the design and construction phase of stream
restoration projects. Short and long term monitoring programs contribute to a a critical
analysis of each project and provide information necessary to ensure the continued longterm growth and health of plant communities in successful streams and provide improved
ecological function.
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